Effectiveness of a Laboratory Gate-Keeping Strategy to Overcome Inappropriate Test Utilization for the Diagnosis of Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia
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The purpose of medical laboratories is to provide analyses from blood and other specimens to aid diagnosis and treatment. The analytical spectrum provided by laboratories all over the world has expanded continuously over the past decades. The increasing availability of tests with fast turnaround times combined with defensive medicine strategies has led to an overuse of laboratory diagnostics.1–3 Health care expenditures, in turn, increase every year. In Austria, for example, respective per capita expenses related to healthcare increased from $2,249 USD in 1995 to $5,038 USD in 2014 (9.5–11.2% of gross domestic product, respectively).4 Although in vitro diagnostic (IVD) expenses contribute only approximately 0.8% to these numbers,5 laboratories have to find strategies to overcome inappropriate test utilization, particularly because an overuse of laboratory diagnostics might even be harmful to patients.6 Such strategies include educational interventions,7 laboratory diagnostic pathways,8 minimum retesting intervals,9 and reimbursement or funding models amongst others. The model we describe here is a gatekeeping strategy. We chose laboratory diagnostics for detecting heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) type II, a prothrombotic immune response to heparin treatment, potentially leading to life-threatening conditions,10 whose diagnostic challenges have also been recently highlighted in this journal.11 Detection of anti-PF4/heparin antibodies (HIT-Ab) during the disease can be performed either using functional methods, such as platelet aggregation procedures or serotonin releasing tests, or using immunoassays.12,13 In the department of laboratory medicine of the Paracelsus Medical University (Salzburg, Austria), only the latter type of test is provided. This test was chosen for a gate-keeping strategy because respective test ordering is done quite often as compared with the much lower and predictable frequency of HIT, ranging from 0.3 to 3%, depending on the patient collective and the type of heparin used.12,14 Prior to antibody testing, pretest probability can be estimated using a scoring system, commonly known as the 4Ts, consisting of four questions, each with three possible answers. Each answer reflects 0, 1, or 2 scoring points. A total of ≤3 points is associated with a negative predictive value (NPV) of 99.8% for the presence of HIT regardless of the party responsible for scoring or prevalence of HIT.15 Based on this evidence, we implemented the respective questions into our physician order/entry system, providing answer options as separate dropdown menus. Answering all the questions was made mandatory prior to HIT-Ab test ordering. The answers were automatically translated into the respective point values and summed. This information was then transferred into the laboratory information system (LIS). In test orders with a value ≤3, the order was held up and the clinician was informed that the probability of a positive HIT-Ab test in the patient was <2%. The clinician was also asked to call the laboratory if he/she still wished the analysis to be performed regardless of the scoring value. Implementation was done in accordance with the interdisciplinary coagulation working group of the hospital, comprising representatives from five clinics, the department of laboratory medicine, and the pharmacy. Internal medicine coagulation consultative clinicians were directly informed about the date of implementation and all other departments were informed using the hospital intranet. Testing was performed using the ID-Particle Gel Immuno Assay (PaGIA) Heparin/PF4 Antibody Test (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA).
Three months after implementation of this gate-keeping strategy, the results of 55 HIT-Ab test orders were evaluated (47.3% from intensive care units, 14.5% from oncology or radiotherapy, 9.1% from surgical departments and others). We aimed to answer the following questions: (1) Are 4Ts scorings reported too high, too low, or correctly? (2) How many orders could be saved by implementation of the HIT-4T score gate-keeper strategy? (3) How often are the held-up orders re-ordered and are the scores different between these orders in the same patient? We did not seek approval from the local ethics committee since the study was not experimental and undertaken retrospectively in the context of routine investigations and quality assurance. The study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Since most of the questions asked in the HIT-4T score rely on either clinical or therapeutic information, we could not check for correctness of answers to questions 2, 3, and 4. However, the first question asks for proportional and absolute platelet count decrease and information available within the LIS. Therefore, to answer our first study question, we scored the respective platelet count measurements and compared them to the scores provided by the clinicians in patients who had a HIT-Ab test ordered. As the input of additional information by clinicians and/or nurses (e.g., indication, medication) into the order/entry system is often considered annoying and time consuming, it is sometimes bypassed by providing meaningless information (e.g., “xy” or “…”). We therefore expected the provided scores to be higher than the respective true values in some or perhaps many cases so that the clinician receives HIT-Ab analyses regardless of true scoring information. Fortunately, scoring of question 1 was completed correctly in 47.3% of cases, whereas in 45.4% of cases, scores were too low, leaving only 7.3% of cases where the question was scored too high (Fig. 1).

Evaluation of the data regarding our second and third study question showed that 52.7% of orders (n = 29) were held up, and in only three cases did the clinician call to request sample analysis despite the fact that the 4T score totaled ≥ 3 in these patients. In seven cases (26.9% of the remaining held-up orders), an electronic re-order was placed for HIT-Ab testing. The respective total HIT-4T score in these re-orders was higher, identical, and lower in 2, 3, and 2 cases, respectively. In the remaining 73.1% of held-up orders, no re-test was ordered, leaving the clinician apparently satisfied with the information provided on the NPV.

This study confirms that information entered for the 4T score is mostly done correctly, without trying to bypass the system. Depending on the HIT-Ab assay in use and based on the number of respective orders sent to our coagulation laboratory, the implementation of the HIT-4T score gatekeeper strategy may have resulted in test-performance savings ranging from approximately 1,500 € to 4,500 € per year.
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on the condition that the test was available on a daily basis and only reagent costs were calculated. Implementation of the mandatory 4T scoring was very well accepted, since no complaints were received. Of further interest, even in the samples eventually tested for HIT-Ab, all (28/28) were identified to be negative, thereby confirming the low “hit-rate” of positive tests and despite a proportion of these patients having high HIT-4T scores (Fig. 1).

Under-diagnosis of HIT is potentially life-threatening, but also an over diagnosis of this condition may have serious clinical consequences; thus, an efficient diagnostic approach designed to improve appropriateness is crucial. According to the results of our investigation, we can conclude that implementation of the HIT-4Ts scoring into a physician’s order/entry system provides a useful gate-keeping tool for reducing the number of laboratory tests. It does not jeopardize the quality of patient care, may be associated with significant savings, and is very well received by clinicians. Accordingly, we consider this to be a mandatory step prior to HIT-Ab diagnostics for modern laboratory systems.
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